Environmental investigator Bismark Otorino, who works the Dallas-Fort Worth region for the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, lowers the spill, which began about 10 a.m. Sunday and lasted more than 15 hours before it was fully contained Tuesday, November 26, 2019  ||  Denton, Texas  ||  Vol. 116, No. 116  ||  DentonRC.com
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Cause unknown as Denton reports large sewage spill near Lewisville Lake
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Charles Schwab will move HQ to Westlake ‘eventually’

Company will acquire TD Ameritrade in $26B all-stock deal

By Dom DiFurio and Steve Brown

Charles Schwab announced an agreement to acquire TD Ameritrade in a $26 billion all-stock deal that could see the combined company’s headquarters relocated to Schwab’s new Westlake campus “eventually.”

400,000 gallons of waste

By Peggy Nakabi Wells

An estimated 400,000 gallons of raw sewage tumbled out of a city pump station on Highway F in a breezy morning.

Student inventors win international competition

By Marshall Reid

After roughly a year of planning, a team of local high school students won twice as an international inventor’s competition.

INVENT
"We still haven’t determined the cause yet," said city spokesman Ryan Adams.

IN clean-up
"Too much money was being diverted until they could finish repairs. The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality requires that the city notify the public of such occurrences that exceed 100,000 gallons."

The city said it was fully contained about 10 a.m. Sunday and lasted more than 15 hours before it was fully contained Tuesday.

The entire neighborhood was closed off that morning, said city spokesman Ryan Adams.

The city said it was fully contained about 10 a.m. Sunday and lasted more than 15 hours before it was fully contained Tuesday.

"We still haven’t determined the cause yet," said city spokesman Ryan Adams.

According to a city news release, residents immediately responded and sewage was being diverted until they could finish repairs. The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality requires that the city notify the public of such occurrences that exceed 100,000 gallons.

It will be a state-spanning device designed to solve a complex money laundering problem, said a small group meeting to help people with Asperger’s syndrome interact with law enforcement.

IN theory, it will be able to alert offices about of time that the person they’re dealing with might have trouble communicating with them, as well as record the interaction.

The idea sprang after team members spoke with Larry Dierker for the past year. Dierker, an adult with Asperger’s syndrome, had a hard time walking home from work.

An unfortunate confrontation with officers resulted in Dierker’s arrest.

Larry Dierker, Larry’s mother, said in May that her son sometimes encounters too much noise or smaller people, especially when he gets nervous. That can cause him to freeze up or misread questions, leading officers to distrust him.

Larry Dierker (left) who has Asperger’s syndrome, tries on a bracelet last year that will record interactions with first responders through a memory identification system, helping Dierker and inventors and teachers from Guyer High School, and Akshay Jaitly.
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